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Abstract
Long Term Evolution or LTE has gained interest for new applications that can benefit
society including mobile broadband services like 802.11 or Wi-Fi. Both LTE and Wi-Fi uses
similar modulation technique Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing or OFDM. 6GHz sub
carrier bands are crowded with LTE users. As wireless communications technology continues to
develop, LTE technology in unlicensed bands (LTE-U) is a viable solution to the lack of spectrum
resources. The competition between LTE-U and Wi-Fi will seriously impair their communication
quality, so the friendly coexistence of both become an important research topic. This paper
discusses the use of a software-defined radio (SDR) testbed at UTEP in order to rapidly prototype
and classify radio frequency (RF) signals using deep learning (DL) techniques with validation
accuracy as high as 96.67%. SDR testbed data is processed and fed into the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN), which performs feature extraction and trains the network to classify RF signals.
The proposed method differentiates LTE-U and Wi-Fi signals effectively and allows them to
coexist. The spectrum sensing function plays a key role in the coexistence. Several transfer
learning algorithms are tested to increase the performance of the classification and to minimize the
loss probability. The CNN extract features from the observations belonging to different class of
RF signals for training, and finally validates the training set. The performance of the proposed
transfer learnings were tested over the air using SDRs for variable signal-to-noise ratio with noise
uncertainty. The UTEP SDR testbed is unique in several ways, including the extensive use of SDR
technology, the use of industry-grade hardware and software-based systems, and the ability to
design experiments in accordance with the user's preferences.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
A rapid development of wireless communication systems is being undertaken to meet the
changing needs of individuals and businesses. Since wireless applications and services have grown
to be more prevalent, it has become essential that the spectrum scarcity problem be addressed. In
a study conducted by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of the United States
telecommunications authority, it was found that licensed frequencies are not being used at a rate
of as much as 90%. Results of the measurement have been reported in The FCC Spectrum Policy
Task Force group report "The FCC Report of the Spectrum Efficiency Working Group" published
by the FCC[1].
An essential step to enabling software defined radio-based cognitive radio and intelligent
radio is the detection, classification, and characterization of wireless signals. The classification of
signals in [2], [3] is based on machine learning algorithms in which features are defined by experts,
before the model is trained. In recent years, deep learning (DL) has been explored as a method for
classifying signals by learning features directly from data. Three main pretrained CNN DL
algorithms are GoogleNet, AlexNet and ResNet-18 [4]–[6] CNNs are being used to solve a range
of signal processing and classification problems with great success. A SDR system implementing
a CNN has been proposed for use in classifying and coexistence of RF signals. The results of
simulations provide a minimum classification accuracy of 90% [7].
The last few years have seen a lot of research done on the effectiveness of using these
spectrum bands that are either unused or are not being used to their maximum potential. Mitola
introduced the cognitive radio (CR) concept in 1999, which was considered an important concept
in the research [8]. The software-based technology is able to detect the electromagnetic
environment in which it operates, detect unused frequency bands, and adapt its radio working
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parameters so that it broadcasts in those bands [9]. An opportunistic approach to using the limited
and inefficiently used frequencies is the cornerstone of CR technology. Spectrum sensing plays an
essential role in CR networks in maintaining communication performance and continuity.
Researchers, regulators, carriers, and manufacturers have been motivated by the limited
spectrum available for cellular communications to investigate new spectrum and new ways to
manage spectrum. A portion of 5 GHz unlicensed spectrum is currently being considered for LTE,
which will have to coexist with Wi-Fi and different types of radar. In the US, the government has
designated several bands for spectrum sharing, such as the new 3.5 GHz band and AWS-3. There
are three tiers of spectrum access proposed by the Federal Communications Commission, among
which incumbents have the highest priority to access the spectrum, followed by licensed secondary
users, who will deploy LTE networks, and unlicensed opportunistic users [10].
SDR and CR technologies are driving the evolution of LTE due to frequency agility and
extensive use of these technologies. Spectrum-aware LTE-U coexists with other systems in the 5
GHz band by regularly switching off its transmission. It has been proposed that different LTE-U
variants accommodate the various regulations in different regions of the world [11]. Standards for
this and other new LTE technologies need to be developed by combining theoretical and
experimental research.
During the development of new technologies and systems, testbeds play a crucial role. By
using these technologies in education, researchers can rapidly prototype and test their findings. In
spite of the widespread availability of 4G/LTE services, LTE research and education has yet to
reach saturation. On the path to 5G, this research propels the evolution of 4G cellular technology
into new spectrum spaces and use cases.
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Many methods have been explored to find a solution to the problem of a friendly
coexistence between LTE and WiFi. In LTE, License Assisted Access (LAA) technology is an
unlicensed band LTE technology that has Listen Before Talk (LBT) functions if the channel is not
in use. In order to adapt to changes in the wireless environment, deep learning [12] has gradually
been adapted to wireless communications [13], the Internet of things, and direction-of-arrival
estimation [14] in the past few years.
It has been acknowledged that LTE operation in the unlicensed spectrum is a promising
and effective solution that can assist in a more efficient exploitation of the wireless spectrum [15].
It has therefore drawn considerable attention from the wireless community, which has developed
several approaches aimed at enabling harmonious coexistence between LTE and other wellestablished unlicensed technologies including Wi-Fi [16]. Depending on the regional regulations
and the desired scenario, there are three predominant approaches for LTE operations in unlicensed
spectrum. Listen Before Talk (LBT) is not required in regions where the regional regulations do
not yet require it, such as in the United States or China, where it has been suggested that LTE could
transmit in unlicensed frequencies through the use of duty-cycle techniques. Qualcomm has
devised the carrier-sensing adaptive transmission (CSAT) [17], which is the most prominent
technique of its kind. By leveraging duty-cycle periods to give other co-located networks
transmission opportunities (TXOP), this technique builds upon elements of LTE Release 12 [18].
In contrast, the LTE Licensed Assisted Access (LTE LAA) standards were published by
the 3GPP as part of its release 13 [19]. By implementing LTE LAA, the 3GPP hopes to create a
coexistence technique that will comply with international regulations, including those in Europe
and Japan that require an LBT procedure before transmitting in unlicensed spectrum. In order to
transmit in the unlicensed spectrum, a LBT procedure, also known as a Clear Channel Assessment
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(CCA) is required. Release 13 specifies that LTE LAA is to be used exclusively for downlink (DL)
traffic in the unlicensed 5-GHz band at first. With Release 14, LTE LAA is supported both for
downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) traffic [20]. Under LTE LAA, the evolved NodeB (eNB) is
capable of activating and deactivating secondary cells adjacent to the primary cell in the licensed
band owned by the operator as needed. Therefore, in accordance with Release 13, an operator can
offload the LTE network by transferring DL data traffic over the Physical DL Shared Channel
(PDSCH), while the LTE control signals and the UL traffic will be transmitted via the licensed
anchor, ensuring timely, interference-free transmission.
Nevertheless, the wireless environment is inherently non-deterministic, since it is dynamic
and constantly changing. There is always a possibility that users of networks will change
frequently, that new networks may be launched, and that existing networks may be shut down. In
addition, each node has a different amount of data to transmit and the load on the network is
dynamic. A technique aimed at enabling coexistence of different wireless technologies in
unlicensed spectrum must incorporate potential changes to the wireless environment. This article
introduces a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [21] that is capable of enabling the
transmission identification of both LTE and Wi-Fi networks. Spectrogram samples and frequency
domain representation of the LTE and Wi-Fi signals from the testbed have been used to train and
validate the designed CNN. A series of experiments is presented in this paper to achieve effective
coexistence between LTE and Wi-Fi. A variation in the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is used to test
classification accuracy. The excellent feature extraction performance of CNNs makes these
experiments feasible. CNN has demonstrated high accuracy in classification of LTE and Wi-Fi
signals, thus ensuring a friendly coexistence of the two technologies.
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A CNN-based SDR system implemented on two NI USRPs 2944 and N2954 radios
programmed in LabVIEW is used to classify over-the-air signals in this paper using the MATLAB
deep learning toolbox and a CNN-based SDR system. This demonstration highlights the feasibility
of an accurate and reliable classification system for LTE and Wi-Fi signals. In this study, CNN
has proven to be an effective candidate for detecting and classifying signals. The research provides
a strong foundation for developing real-time signal classification systems using SDRs. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we examine the literature related to coexistence
of LTE and Wi-Fi. In addition, it describes several applications of deep learning in wireless
networks. Chapter 3 introduces UTEP's SDR Testbed, LTE-U, the NI Application Frameworks
and CNN, with references to their constituent elements and terms. In Chapter 4, the hardware setup
and simulation software used to train and validate the CNN are discussed, as well as details of the
application of the CNN. The simulation results are presented and discussed in Chapter 5, followed
by a conclusion and future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 PROBLEM HISTORY
The

Manual

of

Regulations

and

Procedures

for

Federal

Radio

Frequency

Management describes the radio frequency standards for Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT)
[22]. Radio frequency (RF) spectrum is used for a variety of applications, such as broadcasting,
communication, and navigation. Standards define the equipment and frequencies to ensure
interference-free use of the RF spectrum. These standards provide a general framework for data
transfer and support between ranges, allowing for smooth test operations.
The reallocation of the Telemetry (TM) bands reduced the spectrum available for military
use. Spectrum allocated for military use, such as 1695 - 1710 MHz, 1755 - 1780 MHz, and 2155 2180 MHz, was made available for commercial use. These bands were also known as AWS-3
bands and they were allocated during Auction 97 [23]. n total, 65 MHz of spectrum were
specifically dedicated to meet the growing demand for wireless communications, ensuring high
speeds and greater capacity.
Telemetry users experienced increased interference from adjacent spectrum users because
of the spectrum loss. State-of-the-art radio devices can be used to measure the interference levels
using the replicated real-time signal. Several methods can be employed to mitigate the interference,
including guard bands and digital filtering techniques [24].
Smart wireless devices have shown an explosive growth trend recently due to the
development and emergence of internet of things and big data technologies [25]. There is,
however, a shortage of wireless spectrum resources, and they are slowly unable to meet the
growing demand for bandwidth [26]. Mobile operators all face the same problem, which involves
a limited spectrum resource and exponentially growing customer service demands [27].
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Researchers are focusing their attention on fully utilizing unlicensed spectrum resources in an
environment where the availability of licensed spectrum is limited [16] [17]. A key ingredient to
solving the spectrum scarcity problem in next-generation wireless communications is LTE-U [30].

Figure 1: LTE and Wi-Fi coexistence system in unlicensed spectrum band[30].

Wi-Fi, however, is an important wireless technology in the unlicensed frequency band that
is extensively used everyday [31]. It is readily available and has a large user base. In Figure 1,
LTE-U shares channel resources with Wi-Fi as a result of LTE-U's implementation in unlicensed
bands. The collision avoidance channel access method used in Wi-Fi is CSMA/CA [32]. With the
existing LTE-U signal, its backoff mechanism will significantly adversely affect the performance
of the Wi-Fi network, causing a decrease in Wi-Fi throughput as a result [33]. Over time, LTE-U
can preempt channels, thereby consuming Wi-Fi channel resources in unlicensed bands [34], and
causing non-negligible interference with Wi-Fi. LTE technology's biggest challenge in unlicensed
bands is converging with Wi-Fi networks [35].
In this paper, a deep learning based CNN method is proposed to achieve friendly
coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi. Due to the outstanding performance of convolutional neural
7

networks (CNNs) in feature extraction. The proposed method can accurately classify the signals
coexisting with LTE and Wi-Fi using spectrogram images, thereby achieving friendly coexistence
of LTE-U/Wi-Fi signals.

2.2 TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION
The traditional radio devices have a simplified Communication System [36], which
includes a message source, processing unit, transmitter, medium of transmission, a receiver,
another processing unit, finally message destination as shown Figure 2. The message processing
is the process of taking the source information and putting it into a format that can be transmitted
over whichever medium is required. In a wireless or RF system, typical communication happens
through free space or air, as opposed to through a cable/wire or a fiber network.

Figure 2: RF system with the transition of information from source to destination.
In early applications, it was more common to have a one-way path for the RF signals in RF
design. Radio and television are good examples of the one-way path as large antennas transmitted
signals one way to the radios and televisions. Today data is the major part of the communicated
8

information where there is a two-way path for the RF signals. Mobile smart phones are a great
example of a device, which can both transmit and receive data.
In the early days of wireless communications, most signals were sine waves. A sine wave
can be represented with a frequency, an amplitude, and a phase.
=
where

(

+

)

is the amplitude of the sine wave,

= 2

is the angular frequency,

is frequency and

is the initial phase of the signal.
Figure 3 demonstrates two signals represented in the time domain. In terms of our communications
system, the goal is to send message or information from a source to a destination by manipulating
these sine waves. It is more often to have more complex digital signals nowadays.
Period 2

Amplitude

Period 1

Time(t)
Figure 3: Sinusoidal waveforms with different time periods, sin(t) and sin(2t).
Typically, RF frequency domain is much preferred than the time domain. Figure 4 shows
a spectrum sweep on a spectrum analyzer display. With the transmitted signals becoming more
complex, modulated signals or signals with more information put on them, spectrum analyzer
displays are better for understanding the multiple frequencies and modulation techniques. The
9

output of the spectrum analyzer gives the peak of the signal in dB, bandwidth of the signal occupied
in the spectral band and the spacing between the signals.

Figure 4: Spectrum sweep from 1.35 GHz to 5.60 GHz in RF band.
2.3 RELATED WORK
The process of spectrum allocation and how the results are going to be obtained through a
testbed is explained in this Journal [26]. The impacts of 4G LTE signal on Telemetry (TM) signal
was analyzed and the results of how the TM system affected the LTE system, their rules of
interaction in order to keep the LTE system at an acceptable performance, and a brief introduction
into how these results will aid in the 5G technologies by implementing a similar testbed were
explained in this ITC 2018 Paper [37]. For the interference mitigation of the LTE system on the
TM system, different rules must be followed to protect the TM system. In the LTE system,
interference from the TM system was felt instantaneously and the performance of the link suffered
greatly, the spectrum graph of the LTE Rx displayed both TM and LTE signals simultaneously,
and its effects were seen clearly. For the TM system, the LTE signal remains masked as noise to
10

the TM Rx, meaning that any LTE signal that gets closer and closer to the TM signal, will only be
raising the noise level of the TM Rx, affecting its performance by increasing the FSER, reducing
the channel capacity, and affecting the visual parameters such as the constellation and eye
diagrams. Interference mitigation using digital filtering techniques were also explored in this
Masters Theses and ITC 2019 Paper [38] [39].
Initially, when LTE was proposed to operate in unlicensed spectrum, serious concerns
arose about unfair coexistence between LTE and other well-established technologies in the
unlicensed spectrum such as Wi-Fi. The problems arise from the fact that LTE is a scheduled
technology that operates in a licensed band, which means that no estimate of the availability of
wireless channels can be made before transmission. Hence, arbitrary transmissions could force the
nearby networks to continuously back off. An analysis of the impact of deploying a traditional
LTE network using unlicensed spectrum is presented in [40]. An example is Commercial Off-TheShelf (COTS) hardware used in LTE testbeds [41]. Three different levels of LTE signal power are
examined in the study in order to find out whether LTE affects Wi-Fi to varying degrees. LTE
appears to significantly interfere with the performance of Wi-Fi. The impact of LTE on Wi-Fi has
also been demonstrated by a number of other studies [42]–[44] that evaluated the impact through
experiments, mathematical analysis and simulations. In light of the results, it is clear that
coexistence mechanisms are essential to enable spectral sharing between LTE and co-located
technologies such as Wi-Fi in a fair and harmonious way.
The last few years have seen a number of coexistence mechanisms proposed with the goal
of enabling LTE and Wi-Fi coexistence. The article [35] provides a detailed analysis of the
coexistence between LTE and Wi-Fi on 5 GHz, as well as the related deployment scenarios. In the
survey, key considerations regarding coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi are detailed, including the
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challenges, performance differences, and interference caused by cochannel. These authors cover
in detail the various coexistence techniques that are discussed in the literature, and they analyze
the concept of scenario-oriented coexistence. Based on this concept, different deployment
scenarios can be used to solve coexistence problems.
The operation of LTE over unlicensed spectrum has been extensively investigated in [45].
In this article, the authors assess the current state of the art of coexistence between LTE and WiFi. Furthermore, the article introduces a classification of techniques that can be used where Wi-Fi
and LTE networks are overlapping. The literature review, coupled with a classification of the
literature, revealed the lack of cooperation schemes between LTE and Wi-Fi that may help enable
more effective use of wireless resources. To bridge this gap, several models of co-located LTE and
Wi-Fi networks were proposed that can improve their spectral efficiency. Comparing the
complexity and performance of each of the proposed methods, they are compared against each
other.
The efforts to exploit unlicensed spectrum to optimize cellular networks is described in
[46]. The 2.4 GHz band is an unlicensed spectrum that can be tapped by existing technologies (WiFi) or by modification of existing cellular networks directly at the PHY and MAC layers. In the
wake of this latter approach, cellular and Wi-Fi ecosystems differ about how it will impact existing
and future Wi-Fi networks. The paper describes such a testbed platform utilizing National
Instruments (NI) SDR hardware and NI LabVIEW Communications System Design Suite at the
University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP), El Paso, Texas.
Almeida et al. [47] describe a coexistence mechanism that takes advantage of periodically
blank subframes within an LTE frame to operate similarly to the CSAT mechanism. W i-Fi can
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access the medium through these frames. Based on simulation results, the order and number of
black subframes contribute to the performance of coexistence.
In several papers, the concept of channel estimation by LTE has been shown to enable
coexistence. Kim et al. [48]suggest a LBT scheme for LTE that includes two components, on-off
adjustment for channel utilization time and short-long adjustment for inactivity time. A LBT
Category 4 (Cat 4) channel access scheme for LTE is proposed by Hao et al. [49]. Based on
simulation results, the proposed LBT scheme for LTE LAA achieves better performance than
fixing the Contention Window (CW) size.
In the last decade, deep learning has been widely applied in areas such as computer vision
[50] and language processing [51], [52]. Furthermore, to date, deep learning algorithms have
achieved or even exceeded human accuracy levels for these applications [53]. Due to that, wireless
communication engineers are adopting neural networks to enhance their use of wireless networks
for functions such as channel prediction, decoding, quantization, modulation recognition, and
technology recognition [54].
One of the first approaches in this domain was presented in [55]. For radio modulation
classification, the authors propose a CNN trained from I/Q data. The authors demonstrate how the
proposed solution is superior to traditional methods, notably at low SNR. A CNN system
developed by Zhang et al. [56] identifies eight types of signals. The proposed architecture enables
the CNN classifier to achieve an overall recognition ratio of 93.7% when the SNR is 2 dB or
higher. Kulina et al. [57] present an end-to-end learning framework for identifying wireless signals
based on spectrum data, which enables various identification tasks. The article explains how
machine learning, deep learning, and CNNs work and proposes a model of how they may be
applied to spectrum monitoring.
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Jeon et al. [58] present two novel blind data symbol detection techniques for MultipleInput Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems that utilize Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) with
low resolution. Based on CNN trained with the frequency domain samples, Schmidt et al. [59]
propose a method for detecting interference between different wireless technologies active in
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) 2.4 GHz bands. With this CNN, IEEE 802.11 b/g, IEEE
802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.1 transmissions with overlapping frequencies can be identified. CNNs
that have been trained distinguish between 15 classes representing various frequencies and
wireless technologies.
MATLAB deep learning toolbox provides a wide range of pretrained models from the deep
learning community that are useful for learning and extracting features from new data [60]. This
is a convenient way to implement deep learning without having to start from the ground up.
GoogleNet, AlexNet, Resnet-18 and other deep learning models, based on proven algorithms,
provide an ideal starting point to explore deep learning. GoogleNet is a pretrained network on
ImageNet or Places365 data sets [4]–[6]. Both AlexNet [4], [50], [61] and ResNet-18 [62] are
pretrained network on ImageNet database.
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Chapter 3: Background
3.1 LTE SDR TESTBED
Many universities and research centers have their own LTE testbeds in support of specific
research objectives. An exhaustive list of popular university LTE testbeds can be found here[63].
Most of them are standalone installations at a single location [64]–[71] or spread across multiple
locations [72]–[76]. Unlicensed spectrum is already being exploited by cellular network providers
through opportunistic offloading of traffic to Wi-Fi networks, especially in public hotspots [77].
3GPP's LTE/Wi-Fi aggregation (LWA) work item implemented in Release-13 of the LTE standard
allows aggregation of LTE and Wi-Fi at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer. In
both cases, unlicensed Wi-Fi air interfaces are used. In the sections following, we explore
unlicensed LTE-based air interface technologies. The ISM bands are the most common choice for
testbeds [66], [71], [73], [76], [78] to operate due to ease of licensing and interoperability with
other systems. Some testbeds use open-source software, such as GNU Radio [66][78], while others
use closed-source software, such as LabVIEW [64], [65], [69] and MATLAB [65][79][71]. The
UTEP testbed in uses the LabVIEW LTE Framework and 802.11 Framework

Illustration 1: UTEP SDR Testbed.
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3.2 LTE-U
LTE-U uses the unlicensed band as a secondary cell in LTE carrier aggregation, while the
licensed bands serve as primary cells. Under the current specification, the unlicensed band is used
only for downlink traffic (DL). Uplink (UL) capability will also be supported in the future. Figure
5 shows how LTE-U takes advantage of a duty cycled version of LTE waves to access the
unlicensed spectrum. This will enable better coexistence between LTE-U networks and wireless
networks. The LTE-U access point (AP) actively receives Wi-Fi and other LTE-U transmissions
to identify the network usage patterns. Receiving Wi-Fi transmission implies that it can determine
the channel type (primary/secondary), packet type, and packet length, among other attributes.
By using this information, dynamic channel selection and adaptive duty cycling can be achieved.
A carrier sense adaptive transmission (CSAT) algorithm is utilized by LTE-U to calculate the duty
cycle and adjust it [64]. TON and TOFF values could be adjusted by changing them appropriately
or by skipping some TON periods periodically resulting in longer TOFF periods. Duty-cycle
resolution is based on LTE subframe (1ms) boundaries.

Figure 5: LTE-U waveform duty cycle.1

1

https://www.ni.com/en-us/innovations/white-papers/16/real-time-lte-wi-fi-coexistence-testbed.html
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Researchers have shown that LTE-U networks do not significantly degrade Wi-Fi network
performance. There has been evidence that LTE-U deployment does not significantly impair WiFi network performance[32]. Regulatory regimes in Europe, for example, require LBT in
unlicensed bands, so LTE-U cannot be deployed in these regions. LAA is a global technology that
differs from LTE-U in that it is designed for worldwide operations, since it incorporates LBT.
Since LTE-U has a controversial nature, regulators such as the FCC in the US, where LTE-U can
be deployed without LBT, are reviewing input from the ecosystem and determining whether
further regulation is necessary [80].
There are various options under consideration, with the most popular being a Wi-Fi-like
system with an initial deferral period and exponential back-off. An example of a waveform using
the LBT procedure is shown in Figure 6 where the operator senses channel and obtains
transmission opportunities for up to ten LTE frames.

Figure 6: LAA LBT waveform.1
Wi-Fi service providers are favoring LAA over LTE-U as it allows them to participate in the
open standards development process with an expectation to achieve good coexistence performance
with the implementation of LBT. While LTE and other cellular standards have operated in licensed
spectrum where continuous transmission has been available, discontinuous transmission adds a
series of design challenges.
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3.3 APPLICATION FRAMEWORK
This LTE/Wi-Fi coexistence prototyping example is built on the 802.11 and LTE
application frameworks. The LabVIEW Communications LTE Application Framework[81]
provides a configurable real-time LTE application that includes both TDD and FDD support for
PHY and MAC layer IPs. LabVIEW Communications LTE Application Framework provides a
real-time physical layer LTE implementation that is open and modifiable. It conforms to a selected
subset of the 3GPP LTE Release 10 specification. Researchers can quickly get their prototypes
running on the LTE standard based on this compliance, concentrate on the aspects of the protocol
that need improvement, modify the designs, and compare them to the existing standard. A compact
view of the LabVIEW LTE Application Framework is seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: LabVIEW LTE Application Framework.
In LabVIEW Communications 802.11 Application Framework, a real-time orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) physical layer is provided with a lower medium access control
(MAC) layer aligned with IEEE 802.11 standard [82]. With this framework, wireless researchers
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can quickly set up real-time prototyping setups to test their designs just like the LTE Application
Framework seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: LabVIEW 802.11 Application Framework.
This paper assumes that the reader has a basic understanding of the LTE application
framework architecture and implementation, details are included in the getting started
guides[81][82].

3.4 NEURAL NETWORK
CNNs or ConvNets are networks for deep learning that learn directly from data, eliminating
the need to manually extract features. The use of CNNs in image recognition is especially useful
for detecting objects, faces, and other details. In addition to classifying image data, they can also
efficiently classify audio, time series, and signal data. In applications that require object
recognition and computer vision, like self-driving cars and face-recognition software, CNNs play
a crucial role.
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Usually, CNNs have tens or hundreds of layers that each learn to detect different features
that exist in an image. Each training image is subjected to a series of filters at different resolutions,
and the output of each convolution layer is used as input to the next layer as seen in Figure 10.
Filter characteristics can begin as basic features, such as brightness and edges, and increase in
complexity,

so

that

they

uniquely

define

a

given

object.

Figure 9: NN layers.2
The use of CNNs for deep learning is popular for three reasons:
An CNN does not require manual feature extraction; it learns the features directly.
A CNN is capable of producing highly precise recognition results.
In order to build on pre-existing networks, CNNs can be retrained for new classification tasks.
A CNN has an input layer, an output layer, and many hidden layers in between. The layers
alter data in order to learn features specific to the data. Layers that are most commonly used are
convolution, activation or ReLU, and pooling.
Convolution involves the input images being run through a set of convolutional filters, each of
which activates a distinct feature in the image.

2

https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/convolutional-neural-network-matlab.html
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With a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), training is faster and more effective by transforming
negative values to zero as well as maintaining positive values. This process is sometimes called
activation, since only activated features are carried through to the next layer.
With pooling, the output is simplified by performing nonlinear down sampling, which reduces
the number of parameters the network must learn.
The same operations are repeated over tens or hundreds of layers, with each layer learning
to recognize different features.
CNNs have neurons with weights and biases, just like traditional neural networks. During
the training process, these values are learned, and after each new example, they are continuously
updated. On the other hand, CNNs use the same weights and bias values for each hidden neuron
in a layer as seen in Figure 9.
Hence, a spot or edge in different regions of the image is detected by all hidden neurons.
Hence, the network is tolerant of other objects moving around in the image. If the network is
trained to recognize cars, it will be able to do so no matter where the car is located.

Figure 10: CNN steps.3
A CNN's architecture switches to classification after learning many layers of features. On
the next to last layer, there's a fully connected layer, which will produce a vector of K dimensions,

3

https://cezannec.github.io/Convolutional_Neural_Networks/
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K being the number of classes that the network will be able to predict. In this vector are the
probabilities associated with every class of image being classified. CNNs use a classification layer,
such as softmax, for the final layer of their architecture.
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Chapter 4: Methodology
4.1 SDR TESTBED
For the testbed, a simple setup is shown in Figure 11. It has one USRP RIO for LTE-U
eNB and UE, and a second USRP RIO dedicated to Wi-Fi/802.11, although a commercial Wi-Fi
router could be used as well. A third USRP RIO was assigned as a spectrum analyzer to capture
the data from the LTE/Wi-Fi coexistence testing, which contributed to the creation of the database.

Figure 11:LTE/W-Fi coexistence experiment setup.
The Table 1 is the list of SDRs utilized in the testbed with their specifications. All the
USRP device supports 6GHz sub bands with bandwidths from 40-160 MHz. The testbed allows
rapid prototyping for radio frequency testing and evaluation. A standalone high end commercial
spectrum analyzer is incorporated into the testbed to detect radio users in the spectrum, both
licensed and unlicensed.
Table 1: List of testbed equipment
Equipment

Model
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Host

Windows PC with LabVIEW LTE & 802.11 Application
Framework

LTE-U eNB and UE

NI USRP 2954 160 MHz

Wi-Fi

NI USRP 2954 160 MHz

Spectrum Analyzer

NI USRP 2944 160 MHz

PCI Switch

NI CPS-8910

Standalone Spectrum Analyzer

FieldFox N9914

Table 2 lists the major system capabilities of the testbed, which includes LTE support compliant
with 3GPP Releases 8-13 and 802.11 for coexistence experiments. Up to six GHz of frequency is
supported by the NI USRPS. FCC experimental licenses are not available, so only ISM bands are
utilized for experimentation. Testbed can be accessed remotely or physically, or both
simultaneously.
Table 2: Testbed Features and Support.
Feature

Support

Standards

3GPP LTE Rel 8 – 13
IEEE 802.11a/ac

Frequencies

NI USRPS supports 70 MHz – 6 GHz
NI vertical antennas: 144 MHz, 400 MHz, 1200 MHz, 824 to 960 MHz,
1710 to 1990 MHz, 2.4 to 2.48 GHz, 4.9 to 5.9 GHz

Channel
Access
Licenses

Over-the-air and cabled transmission
Physical and remote
NI LTE Application Framework
NI 802.11 Application Framework

4.2 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
LTE-U and Wi-Fi signals were transmitted with center frequency 2.437 GHz and span of 20,
40 and 80 MHz. Data from the SDR testbed were processed to generate PSD and spectrogram
plots as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 14 using MATLAB (see Appendix) to see the behavior of
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LTE-U and Wi-Fi signal over time. The SDR platform in the laboratory provides the flexibility to
generate and observe the behavior of different spectrum users.

Figure 12: PSDs where the horizontal axis represents frequency in GHz and vertical axis
represents power in dB.
When LTE-U and Wi-Fi signals are superimposed in the same plot, they can hardly be
differentiated from one another as seen in Figure 13. The Wi-Fi signal is only present when there
is a packet transmission, otherwise the PSD is flat line representing the reference or noise level.

Figure 13: Superimposed PSD of LTE-U and Wi-Fi.
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4.3 SPECTROGRAM ANALYSIS
LTE-U transmission was observed over time and the spectrogram resulted in a bright and solid bar
as expected. Wi-Fi signal was transmitted with the same parameters as the LTE signal. The Wi-Fi
transmission over time depicted faded and intermittent color bar as expected shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Spectrograms of testbed data where horizontal axis is frequency in GHz, vertical axis
is time in seconds and color code representing signal power in dB.
4.3 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
A large number of pretrained models are available in MATLAB deep learning toolbox that
are used to extract features from the experimental data set for the process of deep learning. This
technique, called transfer learning, is a convenient way to apply deep learning without having to
start from scratch. Deep learning is implemented in this paper through models like GoogleNet,
AlexNet, and ResNet-18 that use proven architectures designed by professionals.
The MATLAB Deep Network Designer as seen in Figure 15, is utilized to import
existing models. Also available in the application is the capability to train networks interactively,
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and track training with plots of accuracy, loss, and validation statistics.

Figure 15: MATLAB Deep Learning Application.
Pretrained networks gets the job done with smaller samples of data and computational
power. The pretrained networks are further fine-tuned to speed up the transfer learning process.
Fine-tuning is simply achieved by freezing some of the learning layers in the network. The
knowledge acquired from solving one type of problem is transferred to solving the problem this
paper discusses. As a first step, a pretrained network is used for learning new tasks. A benefit of
transfer learning is that the pretrained network is already equipped with a wide array of features.
The feature sets of the pretrained network can be used for a large number of other tasks. Using
only a few hundred images, a classifier trained on millions of images is retrained to classify radio
frequency signals.
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Chapter 5: Results
LTE-U and Wi-Fi Signals were generated using the NI USRPs and LabVIEW
Communications Design Suite. Using the spectrum analyzer, signals were captured and data was
fed into the NN. The spectrum analyzer data was used to generate spectrogram images in
MATLAB, these images were used to train a neural network using CNN. Transfer learning was
used to quickly classify between LTE and Wi-Fi signal.
5.1 SPECTRUM SENSING
A USRP 2944 is utilized to capture the power spectral density and spectrogram of the LTE and
Wi-Fi transmission as shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. The frequency span of the spectrum
analyzer is set to 80 MHz, which covers the 20 MHz bandwidth of LTE-U signal 20/40/80 MHz
of Wi-Fi or 802.11ac.

Figure 16: PSD at center frequency 2.437 GHz and span of 80 MHz.
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Figure 17: Spectrogram at center frequency 2.437 GHz and span of 40 MHz.
5.2 DATA ACQUISITION
The spectrogram data from the testbed was saved as .txt file, which contained information like
frequency, signal power and the timestamp. Several spectrogram of Wi-Fi and LTE were generated
for the deep learning network. The NN would extract features from these spectrograms to classify
between LTE-U and Wi-Fi signal. Table 3 shows the total number of observations obtained from
the spectrum analyzer for each class of signal.
Table 3: Observations from the spectrum analyzer.
Signal

Observations

LTE-U

30

Wi-Fi 20 MHz

30

Wi-Fi 40 MHz

30

Wi-Fi 80 MHz

30

Null

30
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5.3 SPECTROGRAM
The data obtained from the testbed were imported into the MATLAB to create spectrogram plots
for the learning process. Each spectrogram plot serves as an observation for the learning process.
The spectrogram of LTE-U is designated as a class, Wi-Fi is another class and a Null class was
created where there was no signal transmission. The purpose of creating a Null class was to train
the system so that it can distinguish the situation from the presence of LTE-U and Wi-Fi signal.
The first set of observations in Figure 18 represents random samples of LTE-U
spectrograms.

Figure 18: LTE-U spectrogram observations.
The second set of observations are the random samples of Wi-Fi 20 MHz signal in Figure
19.
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Figure 19: Wi-Fi 20 MHz spectrograms.
The third set of observations are the random samples of Wi-Fi 40 MHz in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Wi-Fi 40 MHz spectrograms.
The fourth set of observations are the Wi-Fi 80 MHz signals in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Wi-Fi 80 MHz spectrograms.
The final set of observations are the random samples of Null signal in Figure 22, where
no signals were introduced.

Figure 22: Null or no signal spectrograms.
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5.4 CNN TRAINING
The MATLAB Deep Network Designer app provides the flexibility to create a Neural
Network for the task of signal classification. Transfer learning is performed interactively using the
Deep Network Designer app, which is the process of taking a pretrained deep learning network
and fine-tuning it to learn a new task. Using transfer learning is usually faster and easier than
training a network from scratch. The transfer learning features are utilized for a new task, which
requires smaller amount of data and speeds up the process. The dataset from the testbed is imported
into the app and the convolutional layers are created to initialize the learning process. The different
set of wireless transmissions form different class, as shown in Table 4. Each class of wireless
transmission has 30 observations as an input for the transfer learning network. There are total 150
observations for the five classes, of which 80% of the observations are for training and the rest
20% for validation.
Table 4: Formation of class for CNN.
Wireless Transmission

Class

Observations

LTE-U

1

30

Wi-Fi 20 MHz

2

30

Wi-Fi 40 MHz

3

30

Wi-Fi 80 MHz

4

30

Null

5

30

Parameters like learning rates, number of class and EPOCHS are set as shown in Table 5
below.
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Table 5: CNN parameters.
Parameters

Values

Initial learning rate

0.0001

Validation Frequency

3

Maximum EPOCHS

6

Filter Size

1,1

Number of Filters

5

Weight learning rate factor

20

The training data is divided into five different class of LTE-U, Wi-Fi 20/40/80 and Null in
different folders. When imported in MATLAB, the Deep Network Designer app label the classes
and counts the number of observations as seen in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Training data distribution by class.
The LTE, Wi-Fi and Null observations can also be seen in the app. Figure 24 shows the
different class and random observations used to train the system.
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Figure 24: Random observations for training.
The validation data distribution is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Validation data distribution by class.
The random samples of validation data are shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Random observations for validation.
5.5 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
In the following section, MATLAB simulation results are demonstrated for the proposed
CNN recognition system. This is achieved by evaluating the performance of three pretrained CNNs
(GoogleNet, AlexNet, and ResNet-18) using the deep learning toolbox. These pretrained CNNs
were compared to each other based on transfer learning accuracy and training time. When SGD
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with momentum (SGDM) is used, the best classification results are obtained. The random samples
of training and validation are shown in Figure 27. The pretrained network performance are
summarized in Table 6 below for 5 EPOCHS and utilizing the GPU. GoogleNet has the highest
accuracy and minimum loss since a large number of connected layers results in higher training
time.

Figure 27: Random samples for training.
Table 6: Performance comparison of pretrained CNN
Execution

Connected

Validation

Validation

Time/ seconds

Layers

Accuracy %

Loss

GoogleNet

16

144

90

0.4189

AlexNet

10

25

96.67

0.0924

ResNet-18

11

71

93.33

0.2284
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5.5.1 GoogleNet
GoogleNet used here is a 22-layer deep convolutional neural network with a total of 144
layers. ImageNet or Places365 data sets are used to train it. The ImageNet network uses 1000
object categories to classify images, such as the keyboard, mouse, pencil, and many animals. Like
ImageNet, Places365 trains a network in which images are classified into 365 categories, including
field, park, runway, and lobby. Networks have learned a variety of feature representations for a
variety of images. The input image size of the pretrained networks is 224-by-224 pixels for both
of them. The last fully connected layer is modified to represent a class size of 5. After setting up
the network, the network is analyzed to find any errors. All the layers in the GoogleNet and their
weights and biases are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: GoogleNet network analysis.

The training accuracy represents how accurately the CNN can identify a signal during the
training phase. Validation accuracy indicates the number of correct signals identified during
validation (after training). In contrast, an identification error during training is called a training
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loss, while an identification error during validation is called a validation loss. Based on the number
of epochs, the first graph in Figure 29 shows the validation and training accuracy. Moreover, the
second graph in Figure 29 represents the validation and training loss in terms of the number of
epochs for both CNNs. The networks were trained and validated using the full data set, which
included different signal power values.

Figure 29: GoogleNet validation accuracy and loss.
The confusion chart in Figure 30 represents the validation accuracy by class. Although the
overall validation accuracy was 90% but the validation accuracy by class differed. The LTE DL,
Wi-Fi 40 and 80 MHz had a 100% accuracy. One Null sample was misclassified as Wi-Fi 40 MHz
and two Wi-Fi 20 MHz samples were misclassified as Null and Wi-Fi 40 MHz.
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Figure 30: Confusion chart for GoogleNet validation accuracy by class.
Finally, 50 test image samples are fed into the GoogleNet network to find the classification
accuracy of the test images. The test images with their accuracy in percentage is shown in Figure
31. The accuracy was as low as 35% for LTE DL sample and as high as 99.7% for Wi-Fi 40 and
80 MHz.
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Figure 31: GoogleNet test image prediction accuracy.
5.5.2 AlexNet
AlexNet used here is an 8-layer deep pretrained CNN with a total of 25 layers. ImageNet
data sets are used to train it. The ImageNet network uses 1000 object categories to classify images,
such as the keyboard, mouse, pencil, and many animals. Networks have learned a variety of feature
representations for a variety of images. The input image size of the pretrained networks is 227-by227 pixels. The last fully connected layer is modified to represent a class size of 5. After setting
up the network, the network is analyzed to find any errors. All the layers in the AlexNet and their
weights and biases are shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: AlexNet network analysis.

Based on the number of epochs, the first graph in Figure 33 shows the validation and
training accuracy. Moreover, the second graph in Figure 33 represents the validation and training
loss in terms of the number of epochs. The networks were trained and validated using the full data
set, which included different signal power values.
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Figure 33: AlexNet validation accuracy and loss.
The confusion chart in Figure 34 represents the validation accuracy by class. Although the
overall validation accuracy was staggering 96.7% but the validation accuracy by class differed.
The LTE DL, Null, Wi-Fi 20 and 80 MHz had a 100% accuracy. Only one Wi-Fi 40MHz sample
was misclassified as a Null sample.
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Figure 34: Confusion chart for AlexNet validation accuracy by class.
Finally, 50 test image samples are fed into the pretrained AlexNet network to find the
classification accuracy of the test images. The test images with their accuracy in percentage is
shown in Figure 35. The accuracy was as low as 35.4% for Wi-Fi 40 MHz test sample and as high
as 100% for LTE DL, Null and Wi-Fi 80 MHz test samples.
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Figure 35: AlexNet test image prediction accuracy.
5.5.3 ResNet-18
ResNet-18 used here is an 18-layer deep pretrained CNN with a total of 71 layers.
ImageNet data sets are used to train it. The ImageNet network uses 1000 object categories to
classify images, such as the keyboard, mouse, pencil, and many animals. Networks have learned a
variety of feature representations for a variety of images. The input image size of the pretrained
networks is 224-by-224 pixels. The last fully connected layer is modified to represent a class size
of 5. After setting up the network, the network is analyzed to find any errors. All the layers in the
ResNet-18 and their weights and biases are shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: ResNet-18 network analysis.
Based on the number of epochs, the first graph in Figure 37 shows the validation and
training accuracy. Moreover, the second graph in Figure 37 represents the validation and training
loss in terms of the number of epochs. The networks were trained and validated using the full data
set, which included different signal power values.
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Figure 37: ResNet-18 validation accuracy and loss.
The confusion chart in Figure 38 represents the validation accuracy by class. Although the
overall validation accuracy was 93.3% but the validation accuracy by class differed. The LTE DL,
Null, Wi-Fi 40 and 80 MHz had a 100% accuracy. Two Wi-Fi 20 MHz test samples were
misclassified as Null and Wi-Fi 40 MHz.
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Figure 38: Confusion chart for ResNet-18 validation accuracy by class.
Finally, 50 test image samples are fed into the pretrained ResNet-18 network to find the
classification accuracy of the test images. The test images with their accuracy in percentage is
shown in Figure 39. The accuracy was as low as 29.2% for Wi-Fi 40 MHz and as high as 99.6%
for LTE DL and Wi-Fi 80 MHz sample.
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Figure 39: ResNet-18 test image prediction accuracy.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The UTEP SDR platform has been designed for rapid prototyping of wireless systems and
can successfully perform the task of RF classification. This dissertation has utilized pretrained
transfer learning models to train NN for the identification of RF signals. Most commonly used
method in RF classification utilizes raw IQ samples and supervised machine learning techniques
which requires extensive feature extraction, resulting in more complex algorithm. More user
friendly CNN algorithms are utilized in this paper to demonstrate the task of classification where
the CNN self-optimizes its features in a naive manner during the extensive, data-driven, GPUbased training process used to train it. Instead of using complex IQ samples, simple spectrogram
images from NI SDR testbed were fed into the CNN. Spectrogram csv files were much smaller
compared to the raw IQ samples [83] and were quickly processed for the training. The training
period for the pretrained CNN models were much faster utilizing the GPU than the other machine
learning techniques using IQ samples and only utilizing the CPU.
Due to the nature of the LTE-U and Wi-Fi signal, only the PSD is not sufficient to confirm
their presence, a spectrogram can easily detect and differentiate between LTE-U and Wi-Fi signal
transmission. LTE FDD uses more aggressive modulation and higher power compared to Wi-Fi
signal and is useful for licensed bands. Whereas LTE TDD is much similar to Wi-Fi transmission
and the data from spectrogram can be utilized to assist in the process of signal classification for
dynamic spectrum access. Wi-Fi as primary user has the priority to use the 2.4 & 5.8 GHz
unlicensed bands, LTE-U signal as secondary user can utilize these bands whenever they are not
occupied using the LBT implemented on LAA.
The NI 802.11 and LTE Application Frameworks have been utilized to build a platform
which addresses the need for a neutral platform to handle research related to coexistence between
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LTE and Wi-Fi. This testbed can be used to test any such methods, whether those that have already
been proposed or those that are envisioned in the future.
With the prototype's high degree of configurability, namely the configurability of the duty
cycle in LTE-U and the TXOP in LAA, a wide range of experiments are carried out to understand
how coexistence works, allowing for better optimization of parameters according to different
scenarios. With NI's open architecture, it is easy to amend or extend to more complex coexistence
schemes.
A method for identifying co-located LTE and Wi-Fi transmissions using transfer learning
with CNN has been demonstrated in this paper. CNNs (GoogleNet, AlexNet and ResNet-18) has
been trained to distinguish between LTE-U and Wi-Fi signals. Moreover, the CNN can distinguish
multiple LTE transmissions, multiple 802.11 transmissions, and simultaneous LTE and 802.11
transmissions. The CNN has been fine-tuned, trained and validated using UTEP SDR testbed for
LTE and Wi-Fi with data represented in frequency domain resulting in spectrograms. The
classification accuracy of the trained CNNs have been tested for different transfer learning
algorithms: GoogleNet, AlexNet and ResNet-18. Results of the experiment show that the data
representation impacts the performance of the CNN, especially for the class of Wi-Fi 20 MHz. The
Wi-Fi 20 MHz was misclassified as Wi-Fi 40 MHz, this can happen since the maximum bandwidth
for Wi-Fi was 80 MHz. This information can be used to compute the channel occupancy times of
different wireless technologies. An enhanced coexistence scheme can be developed to allow LTEU and Wi-Fi users to coexist based on the channel occupancy time. This study used UTEP
equipment for both LTE and Wi-Fi networks for training and verifying CNNs. In terms of
classification accuracy and training time, the AlexNet model achieves the highest accuracy and is
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the simplest to train with a staggering validation accuracy of 96.67% and training time of only 10
seconds compared to 80 minutes of training with other CNN models [60].
In future, new wireless standards of Wi-Fi and LTE bands will be taken into consideration.
A ready-to-use solution is presented for LTE/Wi-Fi coexistence prototyping, based on the NI
802.11 and LTE application frameworks that enables developers to run a neutral solution within
the testbed, to identify the best operating points for use cases and scenarios specific to deployment.
Multiple eNBs supporting LTE-U will be incorporated into the testbed to run further performance
tests of LAA LBT and other LTE-U coexistence methods. Commercial 5G gNBs are also in the
process of being installed into the testbed, which will be operational very soon. This will greatly
enhance the testing capabilities of UTEP testbed and provide a platform for ongoing research in
spectrum management for better interference handling and reliability.
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Glossary
3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership Project

4G

Fourth Generation of Cellular Technology

5G

Fifth Generation of Cellular technology

AM

Amplitude Modulation

AMT

Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry

ARL

Army Research Laboratory

AWGN

Additive White Gaussian Noise

BER

Bit Error Rate

BLER

Block Error Rate

BPF

Bandpass Filter

BW

Bandwidth

CNN

Convolutional Neural Network

CR

Cognitive Radio

DL

Deep Learning

eNB

eNodeB

FCC

Federal Communications Commission

FER

Frame Error Rate

FSER

Frame Synchronization Error

IQ

In-phase/Quadrature components

ISM

Industrial, Scientific, Medical

LAA

Licensed Assisted Access

LBT

Listen Before Talk
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LTE

Long Term Evolution

LTE-DL

LTE-Downlink Channel

LTE-U

LTE-Unlicensed

ML

Machine Learning

NF

Noise Floor

NN

Neural Network

NTIA

National Telecommunications and Information Administration

OFDM

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing

OQPSK

Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying

PDSCH

Physical Downlink Shared Channel

QAM

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

RF

Radio Frequency

Rx

Receiver

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

TM

Telemetry

Tx

Transmitter

UE

User Equipment

UL

LTE-Uplink channel

US

United States

WSMR

White Sands Missile Range
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Appendix
A1

GoogleNet Deep Learning Model for Radio Classification
Script for creating and training a deep learning network with the following properties:
Number of layers: 144
Number of connections: 170
Training setup file: C:\Users\melahi\Desktop\New Data\CSV\WiFi 40
MHz\params_2022_07_21__18_55_22.mat
Run this script to create the network layers, import training and validation data, and train the
network. The network layers are stored in the workspace variable lgraph. The trained network is
stored in the workspace variable net.

Import Data
Load parameters for network initialization. For transfer learning, the network initialization parameters
are the parameters of the initial pretrained network.
trainingSetup = load("C:\Users\melahi\Desktop\New Data\CSV\WiFi 40
MHz\params_2022_07_21__18_55_22.mat");

Import DataImport training and validation data.
imdsTrain =
imageDatastore("C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLe
arningUsingGoogLeNetExample\CSV\CSV","IncludeSubfolders",true,"LabelSource","fol
dernames");
[imdsTrain, imdsValidation] = splitEachLabel(imdsTrain,0.8);
Augmentation Settings% Resize the images to match the network input
layer.
augimdsTrain = augmentedImageDatastore([224 224 3],imdsTrain);
augimdsValidation = augmentedImageDatastore([224 224 3],imdsValidation);

figure
numImages = length(imdsTrain.Files);
perm = randperm(numImages,25);
for i = 1:25
subplot(5,5,i);
imshow(imdsTrain.Files{perm(i)});
drawnow
end
%save image
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userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');
filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')

Set Training OptionsSpecify options to use when training.
opts = trainingOptions("sgdm",...
"ExecutionEnvironment","auto",...
"InitialLearnRate",0.0001,...
"MaxEpochs",5,...
"MiniBatchSize",10,...
"Shuffle","every-epoch",...
"ValidationFrequency",3,...
"Plots","training-progress",...
"ValidationData",augimdsValidation);

Create Layer Graph
Create the layer graph variable to contain the network layers.
lgraph = layerGraph();

Add Layer BranchesAdd the branches of the network to the layer graph. Each branch is a
linear array of layers.
tempLayers = [
imageInputLayer([224 224 3],"Name","data","Mean",trainingSetup.data.Mean)
convolution2dLayer([7 7],64,"Name","conv17x7_s2","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[3 3 3 3],"Stride",[2
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2],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv1_7x7_s2.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv1_7x7_s2.W
eights)
reluLayer("Name","conv1-relu_7x7")
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool1-3x3_s2","Padding",[0 1 0
1],"Stride",[2 2])
crossChannelNormalizationLayer(5,"Name","pool1-norm1","K",1)
convolution2dLayer([1 1],64,"Name","conv23x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.conv2_3x3_reduce.Bias,"
Weights",trainingSetup.conv2_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","conv2-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],192,"Name","conv23x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv2_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv2_3x3.Weights
)
reluLayer("Name","conv2-relu_3x3")
crossChannelNormalizationLayer(5,"Name","conv2-norm2","K",1)
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool2-3x3_s2","Padding",[0 1 0
1],"Stride",[2 2])];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_3a-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],32,"Name","inception_3apool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3a_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_3a_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3a-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],16,"Name","inception_3a5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3a_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_3a_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3a-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],32,"Name","inception_3a5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3a_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
3a_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3a-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],96,"Name","inception_3a3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3a_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_3a_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3a-relu_3x3_reduce")
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convolution2dLayer([3 3],128,"Name","inception_3a3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3a_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
3a_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3a-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],64,"Name","inception_3a1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3a_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_3a_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3a-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_3a-output");
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],128,"Name","inception_3b3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3b_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_3b_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3b-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],192,"Name","inception_3b3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3b_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
3b_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3b-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],32,"Name","inception_3b5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3b_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_3b_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3b-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],96,"Name","inception_3b5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3b_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
3b_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3b-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],128,"Name","inception_3b1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3b_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_3b_1x1.Weights)
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reluLayer("Name","inception_3b-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_3b-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],64,"Name","inception_3bpool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_3b_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_3b_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_3b-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_3b-output")
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool3-3x3_s2","Padding",[0 1 0
1],"Stride",[2 2])];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_4a-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],64,"Name","inception_4apool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4a_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4a_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4a-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],96,"Name","inception_4a3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4a_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4a_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4a-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],208,"Name","inception_4a3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4a_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4a_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4a-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],192,"Name","inception_4a1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4a_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_4a_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4a-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
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convolution2dLayer([1 1],16,"Name","inception_4a5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4a_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4a_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4a-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],48,"Name","inception_4a5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4a_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4a_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4a-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_4a-output");
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],24,"Name","inception_4b5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4b_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4b_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4b-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],64,"Name","inception_4b5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4b_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4b_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4b-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],112,"Name","inception_4b3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4b_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4b_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4b-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],224,"Name","inception_4b3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4b_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4b_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4b-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],160,"Name","inception_4b1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4b_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_4b_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4b-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
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tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_4b-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],64,"Name","inception_4bpool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4b_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4b_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4b-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_4b-output");
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],24,"Name","inception_4c5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4c_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4c_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4c-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],64,"Name","inception_4c5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4c_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4c_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4c-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],128,"Name","inception_4c3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4c_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4c_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4c-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],256,"Name","inception_4c3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4c_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4c_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4c-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_4c-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],64,"Name","inception_4cpool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4c_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4c_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4c-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
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convolution2dLayer([1 1],128,"Name","inception_4c1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4c_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_4c_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4c-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_4c-output");
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],112,"Name","inception_4d1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4d_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_4d_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4d-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],144,"Name","inception_4d3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4d_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4d_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4d-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],288,"Name","inception_4d3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4d_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4d_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4d-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_4d-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],64,"Name","inception_4dpool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4d_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4d_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4d-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],32,"Name","inception_4d5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4d_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4d_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4d-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],64,"Name","inception_4d5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4d_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4d_5x5.Weights)
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reluLayer("Name","inception_4d-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_4d-output");
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],256,"Name","inception_4e1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4e_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_4e_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4e-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_4e-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],128,"Name","inception_4epool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4e_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4e_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4e-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],160,"Name","inception_4e3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4e_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4e_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4e-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],320,"Name","inception_4e3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4e_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4e_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4e-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],32,"Name","inception_4e5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4e_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_4e_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4e-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],128,"Name","inception_4e5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_4e_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
4e_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_4e-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
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tempLayers = [
depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_4e-output")
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool4-3x3_s2","Padding",[0 1 0
1],"Stride",[2 2])];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],256,"Name","inception_5a1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5a_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_5a_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5a-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],160,"Name","inception_5a3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5a_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_5a_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5a-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],320,"Name","inception_5a3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5a_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
5a_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5a-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_5a-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],128,"Name","inception_5apool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5a_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_5a_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5a-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],32,"Name","inception_5a5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5a_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_5a_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5a-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],128,"Name","inception_5a5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5a_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
5a_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5a-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
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tempLayers = depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_5a-output");
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],48,"Name","inception_5b5x5_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5b_5x5_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_5b_5x5_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5b-relu_5x5_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([5 5],128,"Name","inception_5b5x5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5b_5x5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
5b_5x5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5b-relu_5x5")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],384,"Name","inception_5b1x1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5b_1x1.Bias,"Weights
",trainingSetup.inception_5b_1x1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5b-relu_1x1")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","inception_5b-pool","Padding",[1 1 1 1])
convolution2dLayer([1 1],128,"Name","inception_5bpool_proj","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5b_pool_proj.B
ias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_5b_pool_proj.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5b-relu_pool_proj")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1 1],192,"Name","inception_5b3x3_reduce","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5b_3x3_reduce
.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_5b_3x3_reduce.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5b-relu_3x3_reduce")
convolution2dLayer([3 3],384,"Name","inception_5b3x3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.inception_5b_3x3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.inception_
5b_3x3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","inception_5b-relu_3x3")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
depthConcatenationLayer(4,"Name","inception_5b-output")
globalAveragePooling2dLayer("Name","pool5-7x7_s1")
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dropoutLayer(0.4,"Name","pool5-drop_7x7_s1")
fullyConnectedLayer(5,"Name","fc","BiasLearnRateFactor",20,"WeightLearnRateFacto
r",20)
softmaxLayer("Name","prob")
classificationLayer("Name","classoutput")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
% clean up helper variable
clear tempLayers;

Connect Layer Branches
Connect all the branches of the network to create the network graph.
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool2-3x3_s2","inception_3a-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool2-3x3_s2","inception_3a-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool2-3x3_s2","inception_3a-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool2-3x3_s2","inception_3a-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-relu_pool_proj","inception_3aoutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-relu_5x5","inception_3aoutput/in3");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-relu_1x1","inception_3aoutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-relu_3x3","inception_3aoutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-output","inception_3b-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-output","inception_3b-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-output","inception_3b-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3a-output","inception_3b-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3b-relu_pool_proj","inception_3boutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3b-relu_5x5","inception_3boutput/in3");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3b-relu_3x3","inception_3boutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_3b-relu_1x1","inception_3boutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool3-3x3_s2","inception_4a-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool3-3x3_s2","inception_4a-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool3-3x3_s2","inception_4a-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool3-3x3_s2","inception_4a-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-relu_5x5","inception_4aoutput/in3");
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lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-relu_3x3","inception_4aoutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-relu_pool_proj","inception_4aoutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-relu_1x1","inception_4aoutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-output","inception_4b-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-output","inception_4b-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-output","inception_4b-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4a-output","inception_4b-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-relu_5x5","inception_4boutput/in3");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-relu_3x3","inception_4boutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-relu_pool_proj","inception_4boutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-relu_1x1","inception_4boutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-output","inception_4c-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-output","inception_4c-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-output","inception_4c-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4b-output","inception_4c-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-relu_3x3","inception_4coutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-relu_5x5","inception_4coutput/in3");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-relu_pool_proj","inception_4coutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-relu_1x1","inception_4coutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-output","inception_4d-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-output","inception_4d-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-output","inception_4d-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4c-output","inception_4d-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-relu_1x1","inception_4doutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-relu_3x3","inception_4doutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-relu_pool_proj","inception_4doutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-relu_5x5","inception_4doutput/in3");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-output","inception_4e-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-output","inception_4e-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-output","inception_4e-3x3_reduce");
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lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4d-output","inception_4e-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4e-relu_1x1","inception_4eoutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4e-relu_5x5","inception_4eoutput/in3");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4e-relu_3x3","inception_4eoutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_4e-relu_pool_proj","inception_4eoutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool4-3x3_s2","inception_5a-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool4-3x3_s2","inception_5a-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool4-3x3_s2","inception_5a-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"pool4-3x3_s2","inception_5a-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-relu_1x1","inception_5aoutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-relu_pool_proj","inception_5aoutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-relu_5x5","inception_5aoutput/in3");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-relu_3x3","inception_5aoutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-output","inception_5b-5x5_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-output","inception_5b-1x1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-output","inception_5b-pool");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5a-output","inception_5b-3x3_reduce");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5b-relu_pool_proj","inception_5boutput/in4");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5b-relu_1x1","inception_5boutput/in1");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5b-relu_3x3","inception_5boutput/in2");
lgraph = connectLayers(lgraph,"inception_5b-relu_5x5","inception_5boutput/in3");

Train Network
Train the network using the specified options and training data.
[net, traininfo] = trainNetwork(augimdsTrain,lgraph,opts);
Training on single GPU.
Initializing input data normalization.
|=============================================================================================
=========================|
| Epoch | Iteration | Time Elapsed | Mini-batch | Validation | Mini-batch |
Validation | Base Learning |
|
|
|
(hh:mm:ss)
|
Accuracy
|
Accuracy
|
Loss
|
Loss
|
Rate
|
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|=============================================================================================
=========================|
|
1 |
1 |
00:00:01 |
50.00% |
30.00% |
1.2467 |
1.4650 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
3 |
00:00:02 |
30.00% |
46.67% |
2.0668 |
1.3534 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
6 |
00:00:03 |
20.00% |
50.00% |
1.8929 |
1.2587 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
9 |
00:00:03 |
30.00% |
36.67% |
1.3122 |
1.3413 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
12 |
00:00:04 |
40.00% |
46.67% |
1.7385 |
1.0425 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
15 |
00:00:05 |
70.00% |
63.33% |
0.7525 |
0.8996 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
18 |
00:00:06 |
60.00% |
73.33% |
0.8515 |
0.8637 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
21 |
00:00:06 |
50.00% |
70.00% |
1.2881 |
0.7511 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
24 |
00:00:07 |
60.00% |
83.33% |
0.8113 |
0.6370 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
27 |
00:00:08 |
60.00% |
60.00% |
0.7018 |
0.8669 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
30 |
00:00:08 |
80.00% |
53.33% |
0.7039 |
0.9812 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
33 |
00:00:09 |
70.00% |
83.33% |
0.4165 |
0.5582 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
36 |
00:00:10 |
80.00% |
76.67% |
0.7197 |
0.6217 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
39 |
00:00:11 |
70.00% |
76.67% |
0.5769 |
0.7448 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
42 |
00:00:11 |
100.00% |
73.33% |
0.2737 |
0.5486 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
45 |
00:00:12 |
90.00% |
73.33% |
0.5789 |
0.5699 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
48 |
00:00:13 |
80.00% |
76.67% |
0.5903 |
0.7683 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
50 |
00:00:13 |
90.00% |
|
0.1508 |
|
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
51 |
00:00:13 |
100.00% |
76.67% |
0.2336 |
0.7845 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
54 |
00:00:14 |
100.00% |
83.33% |
0.1525 |
0.4951 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
57 |
00:00:15 |
80.00% |
90.00% |
0.6127 |
0.3645 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
60 |
00:00:16 |
100.00% |
90.00% |
0.1928 |
0.4191 |
1.0000e-04 |
|=============================================================================================
=========================|
Training finished: Max epochs completed.

Export Results
traininfo
traininfo = struct with fields:
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TrainingLoss: [1.2467 2.1995 2.0668 1.7930 1.4340 1.8929 1.9427 2.1166 1.3122
2.0370 1.7276 1.7385 1.5324 1.7976 0.7525 1.1876 0.6082 0.8515 1.2371 0.6611 1.2881 1.2586
0.6150 0.8113 1.0008 0.3317 0.7018 0.3438 1.0500 0.7039 0.5293 … ]
TrainingAccuracy: [50 30 30 20 50 20 10 20 30 20 20 40 60 20 70 50 70 60 50 70 50
40 80 60 40 90 60 90 60 80 80 60 70 90 100 80 90 90 70 80 80 100 70 60 90 90 90 80 90 90 100
90 60 100 100 90 80 80 70 100]
ValidationLoss: [1.4650 NaN 1.3534 NaN NaN 1.2587 NaN NaN 1.3413 NaN NaN 1.0425
NaN NaN 0.8996 NaN NaN 0.8637 NaN NaN 0.7511 NaN NaN 0.6370 NaN NaN 0.8669 NaN NaN 0.9812 NaN
NaN 0.5582 NaN NaN 0.6217 NaN NaN 0.7448 NaN NaN 0.5486 NaN NaN … ]
ValidationAccuracy: [30 NaN 46.6667 NaN NaN 50 NaN NaN 36.6667 NaN NaN 46.6667 NaN
NaN 63.3333 NaN NaN 73.3333 NaN NaN 70 NaN NaN 83.3333 NaN NaN 60 NaN NaN 53.3333 NaN NaN
83.3333 NaN NaN 76.6667 NaN NaN 76.6667 NaN NaN 73.3333 NaN NaN … ]
BaseLearnRate: [1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04
1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 … ]
FinalValidationLoss: 0.4189
FinalValidationAccuracy: 90
OutputNetworkIteration: 60

Confusion Chart
[YPred] = classify(net,augimdsValidation);
plotconfusion(imdsValidation.Labels,YPred)
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');

filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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Classify Test Images
imagesGoogleNet =
imageDatastore(['C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferL
earningUsingGoogLeNetExample\CSV\Test']);
for K = 1 : 50
subplot(10,5,K);
I_org = imread(imagesGoogleNet.Files{K});
I = imresize(I_org,[224,224]);
[YPred,probs] = classify(net,I);
imshow(I_org)
label = YPred;
title(string(label) + ", " + num2str(100*max(probs),3) + "%");
end
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');
filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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A2

AlexNet Deep Learning Model for Radio Classification
Script for creating and training a deep learning network with the following properties:
Number of layers: 25
Number of connections: 24
Training setup file:
C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLearningUsi
ngGoogLeNetExample\Network\params_2022_07_22__20_46_43.mat
Run this script to create the network layers, import training and validation data, and train the
network. The network layers are stored in the workspace variable layers. The trained network is
stored in the workspace variable net.

Load Initial Parameters
Load parameters for network initialization. For transfer learning, the network initialization parameters
are the parameters of the initial pretrained network.
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trainingSetup =
load("C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLearningUsin
gGoogLeNetExample\Network\params_2022_07_22__20_46_43.mat");

Import Data
Import training and validation data.
imdsTrain =
imageDatastore("C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLe
arningUsingGoogLeNetExample\CSV\CSV","IncludeSubfolders",true,"LabelSource","fol
dernames");
[imdsTrain, imdsValidation] = splitEachLabel(imdsTrain,0.8);
% Resize the images to match the network input layer.
augimdsTrain = augmentedImageDatastore([227 227 3],imdsTrain);
augimdsValidation = augmentedImageDatastore([227 227 3],imdsValidation);
figure
numImages = length(imdsTrain.Files);
perm = randperm(numImages,25);
for i = 1:25
subplot(5,5,i);
imshow(imdsTrain.Files{perm(i)});
drawnow
end
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');
filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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Set Training Options
Specify options to use when training.
opts = trainingOptions("sgdm",...
"ExecutionEnvironment","auto",...
"InitialLearnRate",0.0001,...
"MaxEpochs",5,...
"MiniBatchSize",10,...
"Shuffle","every-epoch",...
"ValidationFrequency",3,...
"Plots","training-progress",...
"ValidationData",augimdsValidation);

Create Array of Layers
layers = [
imageInputLayer([227 227 3],"Name","data","Mean",trainingSetup.data.Mean)
convolution2dLayer([11
11],96,"Name","conv1","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Stride",[4
4],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv1.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv1.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","relu1")
crossChannelNormalizationLayer(5,"Name","norm1","K",1)
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool1","Stride",[2 2])
groupedConvolution2dLayer([5
5],128,2,"Name","conv2","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[2 2 2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv2.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv2.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","relu2")
crossChannelNormalizationLayer(5,"Name","norm2","K",1)
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maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool2","Stride",[2 2])
convolution2dLayer([3
3],384,"Name","conv3","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv3.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv3.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","relu3")
groupedConvolution2dLayer([3
3],192,2,"Name","conv4","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv4.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv4.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","relu4")
groupedConvolution2dLayer([3
3],128,2,"Name","conv5","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv5.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv5.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","relu5")
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool5","Stride",[2 2])
fullyConnectedLayer(4096,"Name","fc6","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSet
up.fc6.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.fc6.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","relu6")
dropoutLayer(0.5,"Name","drop6")
fullyConnectedLayer(4096,"Name","fc7","BiasLearnRateFactor",2,"Bias",trainingSet
up.fc7.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.fc7.Weights)
reluLayer("Name","relu7")
dropoutLayer(0.5,"Name","drop7")
fullyConnectedLayer(5,"Name","fc","BiasLearnRateFactor",20,"WeightLearnRateFacto
r",20)
softmaxLayer("Name","softmax")
classificationLayer("Name","classoutput")];

Train Network
Train the network using the specified options and training data.
[net, traininfo] = trainNetwork(augimdsTrain,layers,opts);
Training on single GPU.
Initializing input data normalization.
|=============================================================================================
=========================|
| Epoch | Iteration | Time Elapsed | Mini-batch | Validation | Mini-batch |
Validation | Base Learning |
|
|
|
(hh:mm:ss)
|
Accuracy
|
Accuracy
|
Loss
|
Loss
|
Rate
|
|=============================================================================================
=========================|
|
1 |
1 |
00:00:02 |
20.00% |
53.33% |
3.5945 |
1.7057 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
3 |
00:00:02 |
10.00% |
20.00% |
6.3908 |
2.1456 |
1.0000e-04 |
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|
1 |
6 |
00:00:02 |
80.00% |
50.00% |
1.3358 |
1.8387 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
9 |
00:00:03 |
60.00% |
90.00% |
0.9210 |
0.4803 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
12 |
00:00:03 |
60.00% |
43.33% |
1.5765 |
1.2536 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
15 |
00:00:04 |
50.00% |
63.33% |
1.5486 |
0.7789 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
18 |
00:00:04 |
80.00% |
90.00% |
0.4406 |
0.3031 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
21 |
00:00:04 |
90.00% |
86.67% |
0.4950 |
0.2955 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
24 |
00:00:05 |
90.00% |
83.33% |
0.2672 |
0.2690 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
27 |
00:00:05 |
90.00% |
90.00% |
0.3952 |
0.2128 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
30 |
00:00:06 |
90.00% |
93.33% |
0.2215 |
0.1470 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
33 |
00:00:06 |
100.00% |
96.67% |
0.0227 |
0.1485 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
36 |
00:00:06 |
100.00% |
93.33% |
0.0496 |
0.1474 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
39 |
00:00:07 |
100.00% |
96.67% |
0.1018 |
0.0941 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
42 |
00:00:07 |
90.00% |
93.33% |
0.2017 |
0.0967 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
45 |
00:00:08 |
100.00% |
93.33% |
0.0096 |
0.1361 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
48 |
00:00:08 |
100.00% |
93.33% |
0.0852 |
0.1467 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
50 |
00:00:08 |
90.00% |
|
0.3373 |
|
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
51 |
00:00:09 |
90.00% |
100.00% |
0.1590 |
0.0415 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
54 |
00:00:09 |
90.00% |
96.67% |
0.3122 |
0.0757 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
57 |
00:00:09 |
100.00% |
96.67% |
0.0305 |
0.0646 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
60 |
00:00:10 |
100.00% |
96.67% |
0.0319 |
0.0954 |
1.0000e-04 |
|=============================================================================================
=========================|
Training finished: Max epochs completed.
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Export Results
traininfo
traininfo = struct with fields:
TrainingLoss: [3.5945 2.3659 6.3908 2.5383 3.4983 1.3358 2.2251 4.1609 0.9210
1.4903 1.5642 1.5765 0.4921 1.7486 1.5486 1.3780 0.9446 0.4406 0.4010 0.5181 0.4950 0.2770
0.2103 0.2672 0.7984 0.2704 0.3952 0.2772 0.2271 0.2215 0.1799 … ]
TrainingAccuracy: [20 30 10 30 20 80 40 20 60 50 60 60 80 50 50 30 70 80 80 70 90
100 100 90 80 90 90 80 90 90 90 90 100 100 80 100 90 100 100 90 100 90 90 90 100 100 100 100
70 90 90 100 100 90 100 90 100 100 100 100]
ValidationLoss: [1.7057 NaN 2.1456 NaN NaN 1.8387 NaN NaN 0.4803 NaN NaN 1.2536
NaN NaN 0.7789 NaN NaN 0.3031 NaN NaN 0.2955 NaN NaN 0.2690 NaN NaN 0.2128 NaN NaN 0.1470 NaN
NaN 0.1485 NaN NaN 0.1474 NaN NaN 0.0941 NaN NaN 0.0967 NaN NaN … ]
ValidationAccuracy: [53.3333 NaN 20 NaN NaN 50 NaN NaN 90 NaN NaN 43.3333 NaN NaN
63.3333 NaN NaN 90 NaN NaN 86.6667 NaN NaN 83.3333 NaN NaN 90 NaN NaN 93.3333 NaN NaN 96.6667
NaN NaN 93.3333 NaN NaN 96.6667 NaN NaN 93.3333 NaN NaN 93.3333 … ]
BaseLearnRate: [1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04
1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 … ]
FinalValidationLoss: 0.0954
FinalValidationAccuracy: 96.6667
OutputNetworkIteration: 60

Confusion Chart
[YPred] = classify(net,augimdsValidation);
plotconfusion(imdsValidation.Labels,YPred)
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');
filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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Classify Test Images
imagesAlexNet =
imageDatastore(['C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferL
earningUsingGoogLeNetExample\CSV\Test']);
for K = 1 : 50
subplot(10,5,K);
I_org = imread(imagesAlexNet.Files{K});
I = imresize(I_org,[227,227]);
[YPred,probs] = classify(net,I);
imshow(I_org)
label = YPred;
title(string(label) + ", " + num2str(100*max(probs),3) + "%");
end
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');
filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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A3

ResNet18 Deep Learning Model for Radio Classification
Script for creating and training a deep learning network with the following properties:
Number of layers: 71
Number of connections: 78
Training setup file:
C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLearningUsi
ngGoogLeNetExample\Network\params_2022_07_23__16_43_03.mat
Run this script to create the network layers, import training and validation data, and train the
network. The network layers are stored in the workspace variable lgraph. The trained network is
stored in the workspace variable net.

Load Initial Parameters
Load parameters for network initialization. For transfer learning, the network initialization parameters
are the parameters of the initial pretrained network.
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trainingSetup =
load("C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLearningUsin
gGoogLeNetExample\Network\params_2022_07_23__16_43_03.mat");

Import Data
Import training and validation data.
imdsTrain =
imageDatastore("C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLe
arningUsingGoogLeNetExample\CSV\CSV","IncludeSubfolders",true,"LabelSource","fol
dernames");
[imdsTrain, imdsValidation] = splitEachLabel(imdsTrain,0.8);
% Resize the images to match the network input layer.
augimdsTrain = augmentedImageDatastore([224 224 3],imdsTrain);
augimdsValidation = augmentedImageDatastore([224 224 3],imdsValidation);
figure
numImages = length(imdsTrain.Files);
perm = randperm(numImages,25);
for i = 1:25
subplot(5,5,i);
imshow(imdsTrain.Files{perm(i)});
drawnow
end
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');
filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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Set Training Options
Specify options to use when training.
opts = trainingOptions("sgdm",...
"ExecutionEnvironment","auto",...
"InitialLearnRate",0.0001,...
"MaxEpochs",5,...
"MiniBatchSize",10,...
"Shuffle","every-epoch",...
"ValidationFrequency",3,...
"Plots","training-progress",...
"ValidationData",augimdsValidation);

Create Layer Graph
Create the layer graph variable to contain the network layers.
lgraph = layerGraph();

Add Layer Branches
Add the branches of the network to the layer graph. Each branch is a linear array of layers.
tempLayers = [
imageInputLayer([224 224
3],"Name","data","Normalization","zscore","Mean",trainingSetup.data.Mean,"Standa
rdDeviation",trainingSetup.data.StandardDeviation)
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convolution2dLayer([7
7],64,"Name","conv1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[3 3 3 3],"Stride",[2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.conv1.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.conv1.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn_conv1","Offset",trainingSetup.bn_conv1.Offset
,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn_conv1.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup.bn_conv1.Train
edMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn_conv1.TrainedVariance)
reluLayer("Name","conv1_relu")
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","pool1","Padding",[1 1 1 1],"Stride",[2
2])];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res2a_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res2a_branch
2a.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn2a_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn2a_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn2a_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn2a_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
reluLayer("Name","res2a_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res2a_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res2a_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn2a_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn2a_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn2a_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn2a_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res2a")
reluLayer("Name","res2a_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res2b_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res2b_branch
2a.Weights)
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batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn2b_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn2b_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn2b_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn2b_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
reluLayer("Name","res2b_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res2b_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res2b_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn2b_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn2b_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn2b_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn2b_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res2b")
reluLayer("Name","res2b_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Stride",[2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.res3a_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res3a_branch
2a.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn3a_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn3a_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn3a_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn3a_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
reluLayer("Name","res3a_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res3a_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res3a_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn3a_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn3a_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn3a_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn3a_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
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tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.res3a_branch1.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res3a_branch1
.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch1","Offset",trainingSetup.bn3a_branch
1.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn3a_branch1.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup.bn
3a_branch1.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn3a_branch1.TrainedVaria
nce)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res3a")
reluLayer("Name","res3a_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res3b_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res3b_branch
2a.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn3b_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn3b_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn3b_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn3b_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
reluLayer("Name","res3b_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res3b_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res3b_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn3b_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn3b_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn3b_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn3b_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res3b")
reluLayer("Name","res3b_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
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convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Stride",[2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.res4a_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res4a_branch
2a.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn4a_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn4a_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn4a_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn4a_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
reluLayer("Name","res4a_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res4a_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res4a_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn4a_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn4a_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn4a_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn4a_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.res4a_branch1.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res4a_branch1
.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch1","Offset",trainingSetup.bn4a_branch
1.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn4a_branch1.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup.bn
4a_branch1.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn4a_branch1.TrainedVaria
nce)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res4a")
reluLayer("Name","res4a_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res4b_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res4b_branch
2a.Weights)
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batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn4b_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn4b_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn4b_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn4b_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
reluLayer("Name","res4b_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res4b_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res4b_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn4b_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn4b_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn4b_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn4b_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res4b")
reluLayer("Name","res4b_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res5a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.res5a_branch1.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res5a_branch1
.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch1","Offset",trainingSetup.bn5a_branch
1.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn5a_branch1.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup.bn
5a_branch1.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn5a_branch1.TrainedVaria
nce)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Stride",[2
2],"Bias",trainingSetup.res5a_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res5a_branch
2a.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn5a_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn5a_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn5a_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn5a_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
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reluLayer("Name","res5a_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res5a_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res5a_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn5a_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn5a_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn5a_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn5a_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res5a")
reluLayer("Name","res5a_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res5b_branch2a.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res5b_branch
2a.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2a","Offset",trainingSetup.bn5b_branc
h2a.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn5b_branch2a.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn5b_branch2a.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn5b_branch2a.Trained
Variance)
reluLayer("Name","res5b_branch2a_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Bias",trainingSetup.res5b_branch2b.Bias,"Weights",trainingSetup.res5b_branch
2b.Weights)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2b","Offset",trainingSetup.bn5b_branc
h2b.Offset,"Scale",trainingSetup.bn5b_branch2b.Scale,"TrainedMean",trainingSetup
.bn5b_branch2b.TrainedMean,"TrainedVariance",trainingSetup.bn5b_branch2b.Trained
Variance)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","res5b")
reluLayer("Name","res5b_relu")
globalAveragePooling2dLayer("Name","pool5")
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fullyConnectedLayer(5,"Name","fc","BiasLearnRateFactor",20,"WeightLearnRateFacto
r",20)
softmaxLayer("Name","softmax")
classificationLayer("Name","classoutput")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
% clean up helper variable
clear tempLayers;

Connect Layer Branches
Connect all the branches of the network to create the network graph.
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

connectLayers(lgraph,"pool1","res2a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"pool1","res2a/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2a_branch2b","res2a/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res2a_relu","res2b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res2a_relu","res2b/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2b_branch2b","res2b/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res2b_relu","res3a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res2b_relu","res3a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3a_branch2b","res3a/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3a_branch1","res3a/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res3a_relu","res3b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res3a_relu","res3b/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3b_branch2b","res3b/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res3b_relu","res4a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res3b_relu","res4a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4a_branch1","res4a/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4a_branch2b","res4a/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res4a_relu","res4b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res4a_relu","res4b/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4b_branch2b","res4b/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res4b_relu","res5a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res4b_relu","res5a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5a_branch1","res5a/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5a_branch2b","res5a/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res5a_relu","res5b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"res5a_relu","res5b/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5b_branch2b","res5b/in1");

Train Network
Train the network using the specified options and training data.
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[net, traininfo] = trainNetwork(augimdsTrain,lgraph,opts);
Training on single GPU.
Initializing input data normalization.
|=============================================================================================
=========================|
| Epoch | Iteration | Time Elapsed | Mini-batch | Validation | Mini-batch |
Validation | Base Learning |
|
|
|
(hh:mm:ss)
|
Accuracy
|
Accuracy
|
Loss
|
Loss
|
Rate
|
|=============================================================================================
=========================|
|
1 |
1 |
00:00:01 |
30.00% |
40.00% |
1.7224 |
2.0534 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
3 |
00:00:02 |
50.00% |
36.67% |
1.4435 |
1.7613 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
6 |
00:00:02 |
30.00% |
53.33% |
1.3067 |
1.4812 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
9 |
00:00:03 |
50.00% |
43.33% |
1.2030 |
1.4242 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
1 |
12 |
00:00:03 |
30.00% |
73.33% |
1.6447 |
0.7513 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
15 |
00:00:04 |
90.00% |
63.33% |
0.6738 |
0.8264 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
18 |
00:00:04 |
100.00% |
73.33% |
0.4113 |
0.6509 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
21 |
00:00:05 |
90.00% |
73.33% |
0.3170 |
0.5432 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
2 |
24 |
00:00:05 |
80.00% |
83.33% |
0.5351 |
0.4336 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
27 |
00:00:06 |
100.00% |
93.33% |
0.2679 |
0.2937 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
30 |
00:00:06 |
90.00% |
86.67% |
0.3852 |
0.3749 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
33 |
00:00:07 |
100.00% |
93.33% |
0.2120 |
0.2674 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
3 |
36 |
00:00:07 |
100.00% |
90.00% |
0.2853 |
0.2284 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
39 |
00:00:07 |
100.00% |
86.67% |
0.0575 |
0.3338 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
42 |
00:00:08 |
100.00% |
90.00% |
0.2367 |
0.3090 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
45 |
00:00:08 |
100.00% |
96.67% |
0.1312 |
0.2879 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
4 |
48 |
00:00:09 |
100.00% |
90.00% |
0.0635 |
0.2497 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
50 |
00:00:09 |
100.00% |
|
0.1524 |
|
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
51 |
00:00:09 |
100.00% |
90.00% |
0.0428 |
0.2498 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
54 |
00:00:10 |
100.00% |
93.33% |
0.1016 |
0.2909 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
57 |
00:00:10 |
100.00% |
90.00% |
0.1319 |
0.2857 |
1.0000e-04 |
|
5 |
60 |
00:00:11 |
100.00% |
90.00% |
0.1902 |
0.2275 |
1.0000e-04 |
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|=============================================================================================
=========================|
Training finished: Max epochs completed.

Export Results
traininfo
traininfo = struct with fields:
TrainingLoss: [1.7224 2.6113 1.4435 2.5117 1.6326 1.3067 1.7468 1.6776 1.2030
1.9330 1.5724 1.6447 0.5084 0.5266 0.6738 0.7899 0.9033 0.4113 0.6754 0.5076 0.3170 0.7375
0.4772 0.5351 0.4585 0.2231 0.2679 0.1109 0.4645 0.3852 0.4328 … ]
TrainingAccuracy: [30 20 50 20 30 30 40 40 50 30 50 30 100 100 90 70 80 100 70 90
90 70 80 80 80 100 100 100 90 90 90 90 100 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 100 100 100
90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 100 100 100 100]
ValidationLoss: [2.0534 NaN 1.7613 NaN NaN 1.4812 NaN NaN 1.4242 NaN NaN 0.7513
NaN NaN 0.8264 NaN NaN 0.6509 NaN NaN 0.5432 NaN NaN 0.4336 NaN NaN 0.2937 NaN NaN 0.3749 NaN
NaN 0.2674 NaN NaN 0.2284 NaN NaN 0.3338 NaN NaN 0.3090 NaN NaN … ]
ValidationAccuracy: [40 NaN 36.6667 NaN NaN 53.3333 NaN NaN 43.3333 NaN NaN 73.3333
NaN NaN 63.3333 NaN NaN 73.3333 NaN NaN 73.3333 NaN NaN 83.3333 NaN NaN 93.3333 NaN NaN
86.6667 NaN NaN 93.3333 NaN NaN 90 NaN NaN 86.6667 NaN NaN 90 NaN NaN … ]
BaseLearnRate: [1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04
1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 1.0000e-04 … ]
FinalValidationLoss: 0.2284
FinalValidationAccuracy: 93.3333
OutputNetworkIteration: 60

Confusion Chart
[YPred] = classify(net,augimdsValidation);
plotconfusion(imdsValidation.Labels,YPred)
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');

filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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Classify Test Images
imagesResNet18 =
imageDatastore(['C:\Users\melahi\Documents\MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferL
earningUsingGoogLeNetExample\CSV\Test']);
for K = 1 : 50
subplot(10,5,K);
I_org = imread(imagesResNet18.Files{K});
I = imresize(I_org,[224,224]);
[YPred,probs] = classify(net,I);
imshow(I_org)
label = YPred;
title(string(label) + ", " + num2str(100*max(probs),3) + "%");
end
%save image
userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's');
filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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A4

Creating spectrograms from raw CSV data.
cd 'WiFi 80 MHz' %move to the folder with files to convert to image
dinfo = dir('*.txt'); % get the text files from folder
for K = 1 : length(dinfo)
thisfilename = dinfo(K).name; %name
%load this file
thisdata = load(thisfilename);
%plot image
x11 = thisdata(:,1); z11 = thisdata(:,2:101);...
y11 = linspace(0,10,200);
imagesc(x11,y11,z11.') %spectrogram
%save to image file
thisfilename = thisfilename(1:strfind...
(thisfilename,'.txt')-1); %remove txt from file name
filename = sprintf('%s', thisfilename);
saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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end

Plotting class observations.
images = imageDatastore(['C:\Users\melahi\Documents\' ...
'MATLAB\Examples\R2021b\nnet\TransferLearningUsing' ...
'GoogLeNetExample\CSV\CSV\LTE DL']);
for i = 1: 10
subplot(2,4,i)
imshow(images.Files{i})
axis tight
end
% userinput = input('Enter file name: ' , 's')
% filename = sprintf('%s', userinput);
% saveas(gcf, filename, 'png')
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